
1 School signs Sign
classroom, computer, corridor, English, garden, 
library, open 4

2 On the MTR Diary holiday, home, loudly, old, parent, people, phone, 
seat, smile, stand 6

3 School Open Day Poster call, game, information, lucky draw, music, sale computer, library, phone 8

4 Kite Festival Web page festival, fly, friend, fun, international, kite, shape people 10  

STEAM House 1 12

5 Eye care Leaflet children, dizzy, minute, pain, problem, smartphone, 
weak computer, game, people 14

6 The insects Table beautiful, beetle, insect, ladybird, move, oval, plant, 
wing fly, shape 16

7 My favourite teacher Description basketball, Chinese, favourite, funny, interesting, 
lesson, Maths, PE English, game, music 18

8 A magic water bag Instructions fill, full, hold, magic, pencil sharpener, rubber band, 
sharpen, tie friend 20

STEAM House 2 22

Vocabulary quiz 1 24

9 Fire! Poem dream, fine, fire, fireman, grow, smoke call, smell 26

10 Free food! Story bun, coupon, free, kind, money, owner, restaurant, 
smell, soup fine, people 28

11 Winter sports Web page mountain, popular, snow, sport, winter, world game, people 30

12 Am I seeing things? Conversation both, centre, circle, triangle, vase interesting, people 32

STEAM House 3 34

13 On holiday Postcard beach, cherry, cute, kiwifruit, speak beautiful, English, favourite, holiday, 
mountain, parent, people 36

14 A kind friend Story help, homework, lunchtime, sad, share friend, kind, library, money 38

15 Adopt a dog Notice adoption, friendly, hospital, neighbour, stay beautiful, call, cute, home, old, owner, 
sad, weak 40

16 Green music Magazine article empty, instrument, musician, recycle children, interesting, music, old, 
people 42

STEAM House 4 44

Vocabulary quiz 2 46

Prefixes and suffixes 48

Vocabulary index 50

STEAM House Science vocabulary index 52
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4
JumpStart Reading and Vocabulary Plus P2

1 School signs Sign

Here are some signs you see at school. Look at them and 
answer the questions on the next page.

In the computer room:

In the corridor:

In the garden: In the ?

In the library:

In the classroom:

classroom, computer, corridor, English, garden, 
library, open
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Circle the correct answers.

1. What does this sign mean?

 A. No eating.

 B. No drinking.

 C. No eating or drinking.

 D. You can eat and drink.

2. What time can you go to the computer room?

 A. 1.00 – 2.00 p.m.

 B. 1.00 – 1.30 a.m.

 C. 1.30 – 2.00 p.m.

 D. 1.00 – 1.30 p.m. 

3. Where can you see this sign? 

 A. in the computer room  B. in the English room

 C. in the playground   D. in the Chinese classroom

Write ‘T’ if the sentence is correct, or ‘F’ if it is wrong.

4. What can you do at school? 

 (a) You can pick the flowers in the garden. 

 (b) You mustn’t play ball games in the corridor. 

 (c) You can’t talk loudly in the library. 
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JumpStart Reading and Vocabulary Plus P2

1
Barry is reading a book about how to fly kites. Look at the 
book page below and answer the questions on the next page. 

To climb and fly

You can control the string to make it fly high in the sky.

About a kite

To start

A kite needs wind to move through the air to start flying.

Flying a kite

wind

wind

The material is light. A sharp shape helps 

it cut through the air.

A tail helps it 

balance.
A string helps it fly.

1	Hold the kite up high and let it go.

3		The kite 

starts to rise.

2		Run against 

the wind.

4		Let more 

string out.

5		Pull the string to make the kite climb.

6		Repeat 4 and 

5 to make the 

kite fly high.
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Barry is writing down some notes about flying a kite. 
Circle the correct answers. 

Kite flying – things to remember

Kites are 1 light / heavy . 

Kites fly well on 2 sunny / windy  days. 

I can 3 stand / run  to start flying the kite. 

I pull the string. The kite 4 falls / climbs . 

 I let more string out and pull the string. 

I repeat a few times.

The kite flies 5 high / low  in the sky. 

Make a guess. Tick (4) the correct answer. 

6. Barry wants to make a kite. Which of the following materials 
should he use? 

 (a)    (b) 
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JumpStart Reading and Vocabulary Plus P2

1
1.  Complete the rules with ‘must’ or ‘mustn’t’ and the 

phrases given. (10 marks)

be quiet  eat or drink  pick the flowers

play football  speak English

 (a)    (b) 

         

 You .  

 (c)    (d)

      

   

   (e) 
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2. Name the places. (4 marks)

 (a)    (b) 

    

       

 (c)    (d)

    

       

3.  Look at the picture of Bob. Fill your answers in the 
spaces provided. (6 marks) 

Bob is a (a) .  

He is an (b) .  

He is (c)  and  

(d)  in colour. He has six 

short legs. He can (e) .  

He has four wings. He can (f) .
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